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CHAPTERR 1 Theory overview 

11 Effect of CP-violation 

1.11 System of neutral K-mesons 

Upp til l 1964 CP-symmetry. the symmetry under the combined 
operationn of charge conjugation (Cl and minor reflection (P). was 
consideredd to be exact in strong, electromagnetic and weak 
interactions.. In that year Cronin. Cristenson. Fitch and Turlay [1|, 
however,, observed that the long lived neutral K-meson. a CP-odd 
eigenstate,, decays at the 0.2<Vr level into a CP-even iCx final state. 
Thiss indicated that CP-symmetry is violated in the weak interaction. 

Whenn neutral K-mesons are produced in strong interactions they are 
producedd as flavour eigenstates in KK pairs. Neither the K° nor the K" 
havee a definite CP-value since: 

CP\KCP\K{){))) = \Kl) and CP\R{) = |AT°>. 
Wee can. however, define linear combinations which are CP-even and 
CP-oddd eigenstates respectively, i.e. 

„ oo Ki}  + Kl) . „o K{) -K[) 

AA  i = and K-, = 

Thee K [ can decay to JT+JI" since the KK system is CP-even. e.g. 

CP(KCP(K++ K)K) = C(TZ+K)P(K + K~) = ( - l / ( - l / = +1 
(forr the spin-0 K-mesons /=()). Similarly, the A'-, can decay into 
CP-oddd 3JC final state. 

Iff  CP-symmetry holds the A', and A\ are also mass eigenstates. 
Becausee the phase space for the 37t-decay is so much smaller than for 
thee 27T~decay there is a large difference in the lifetimes of A', and A% . 
T(/C.)/T(A'/)) ~ 580. As a consequence, when starting with an equal 
mixturee of A", and K2. as is the case at the time of production of the 
K(1(K°).. after a while the A", disappears and the Kz remains. The 
observationn that a tiny fraction of the A\ decays into n+K suggests that 
thee K\ and K2 are not mass eigenstates. To take this into account we 
definee mass eigenstates K, and Ks. which are mixture of the 
CP-eigenstates.. A", and A':. i.e.: 

A%% + 8A'| K.+zK, 
KKLL = ; and A\ = . (I) 

v"" 1 + |e|~ V 1 + i e j " 
Accordingg to this definition the long lived K, wil l decay into a 3TT 
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(CP=-1)) and a 2TI (CP=+1) final states with 1/ 1̂ +\E\~ ande/ M̂ + £ . respectively. 
Twoo different sources of CP-violation are considered in the K"-system. The first one arises 

fromm flavour mixing, i.e. the transition from a K" to a K" (and inversely) as a consequence of 
weakk interaction diagram. This leads to CP-violation interference term. The other source of 
CP-violationn is a CP-violating transition in the decays of the CP-odd Kz into the CP-even 7UT. 
finall  state. The first source is called mixing induced CP-violation and is characterized by the 
parameterr £. The second source is called direct CP-violation and is characterized by a parameter 
8'.. Direct CP-violation. has recently been confirmed to be present at the level 
Rcie'/E)Rcie'/E) = ( 14.0  4.3)-10--' [31. 

1.22 CP-violation: zoom-out and zoom-in 

Thee origin of CP-violation is traditionally considered from two perspectives: a microscopic 
andd macroscopic one. 

Thee microscopic perspective is provided by the Standard Model (SM). The Lagrangian of the 
weakk interaction contains a 3x3 weak quark mixing matrix. It has a single complex phase which 
mayy account for the observation of CP-violation. 

Thee macroscopic perspective relates to the question of the origin of the baryon asymmetry in 
thee universe. Sakharov |4| stipulated that CP-violation is one of the three necessary ingredients 
too account for this asymmetry within the framework of the "hot universe" model [5]. This 
hypothesiss also predicts that the proton decays. So far this is not observed (proton lifetime is 
>1.6-10255 years |6|). 

Too assume that CP-violation is the source of the baryon asymmetry requires a much larger 
CP-violationn effect than is presently observed and can be accounted for by the SM [7], A 
possiblee explanation would be that CPV is a function of temperature and was much larger in the 
earlyy period of the universe. Much interest exists in searches for CPV effects beyond the SM 
whichh could give an explanation for this discrepancy. 

Experimentss studying the CP-violation in the K° system have reached unprecedented 
precision.. The limitation is therefore not so much the experimental but the theoretical 
uncertaintiess in the description of the K—run decay. In particular, the hadronic decay constant 
off  the K-meson. which appears in the theoretical predictions for the K—>7i7t decay includes 
non-perturbativee effects that cannot be calculated with high accuracy leading to a large 
uncertaintyy in the e'-parameter. 

Apartt from the K°-system. CP-violation effects can also be expected in the B-meson system. 
Becausee the B-meson consists of a heavy b-quark the theoretical predictions can be more 
precise.. Measurement of CP-violation in the B-system therefore offers an opportunity for a 
betterr understanding of the origin of the CP-violation. A wide range of experiments is prepared 
andd even presently running. The latter include experiments at the B-factories of SLAC and KEK 
(BaBarr and Belle) and at Desy (Hera-B). Finally, experiments are planned for the Tevatron and 
LHC. . 
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22 Standard Model, CP-violation and B-physics 

TheThe Lagrangian of charged current weak interactions and CKM-matrix 

Itt the Standard Model the charged current weak interactions are described by the Laüransian: 

11 = --f^"i.-cL-'in V(KU 

(d, (d, 

\*>U \*>U 

WWrr
nn + hc (2) ) 

wheree qL are quark currents with left-handed helicitites. Wu is a mediating massive spin-1 boson 
held.. i> 2 '

s Hermi constant, ƒ is the Dirac matrix and V7
( AU is a quark mixing matrix: 

rr  v,ui v„ s vHh i 
CKM CKM 

V. V. 

0.9745-0.97600 0.217-0.224 0.0018-0.0045 

0.217-0.2244 0.9737-0.9753 0.036-0.042 

0.0044 - 0.013 0.035 - 0.042 0.9991 - 0.9994 

(3; ; 

Thee matrix is a 3x3 rotation matrix, where the Cabbibo angle |8| is the most basic. It sufficiently 
accountss for interactions between 3 generation of quarks and even accounts for CP-violating 
effectt which we aim to study. 

Unitarity Unitarity 

Wee assume that no other quarks than we already know (it. d, s\ c, b. i) exist. Therefore, the 
V r A UU is unitary: 

VVCKMCKM  VCKM' =  ] (4) 

Thiss relation generates 6 orthogonality and 6 normalization relations. For general 3x3 complex 
matrix,, the number of complex parameters is 32=9 and the number of real parameters 2x3:=18. 
respectively.. If the matrix is unitary, then this number reduces to 9 real parameters. Three of 
themm are the Euler angles and the other six are complex phases. One phase is global and 
thereforee is arbitrary, the two phases are relative in basis of (u, r. /)-quarks and the two phases 
aree also relative in the basis of (d. v. /?)-quarks. Finally, the number of independent parameters 
describingg any unitary complex 3x3 matrix is four: 3 real and one complex phase. 

Thee hierarchy of the matrix V (VÜ , is such that the diagonal elements are close to one. The 
off-diagonall  elements. VUs and VLL1. are O(0.1). For the higher generations elements. Y\h and V l v 

theirr values are of the order of 0.01. Elements farthest from the diagonal. VId and Vllh. are the 
smallest.. 0(0.001). This hierarchy was first noticed by Wollenstein. who parameterized the 
CKMM matrix [9] by expanding it in terms of A=|Vj . The expansion up to 0(Afl) leads to: 

r r -- 4 
A. . 

CKM CKM A~)S\A~)S\  p + !ï\ 

AhAh ( I - p - / T i ) 

Ah Ah 
1 1 

Ah'Ah' -Ah p + ix\ 

AhAh (p-/n.) 

Ah' Ah' 

AA22h' h' 

++  Oih ) 
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wheree 'k. A.p.r|. p and r| are defined as: 

**  = \V«s\ 

nn = Ak Ak 

AA = 

pp = 

'K 'K 

AkAk} } 

PP = P ( ' - T) n - n ( i 4) 
Theirr values are determined from data [6]: 

A.. = 3 
4 4 

Vp"" + . 

Thee expansion of V ( X U up to 0(Ah) is justified for the precision achievahle at LHC. 

Triangles Triangles 

Thee 6 orthogonality relations (given by V ik-V jk*=0 and Vkl-Vk)*-0) can be represented 
graphicallyy by 6 different triangles on complex plane*'. The area of these triangles. J. is equal 
byy value and it is a measure of CP-violation in SM. With /=() the complexity of VCA-W vanishes 
(thee complex phase is equal to mod(O.Tr)) and as a consequence the CP-violation cannot be 
includedd in the SM. 

Fourr of the triangles have the shape where the one of the sides (or angles) is much less than 
thee other two. The K-meson mixing and K°—»JT7i decay diagrams mediated by a W-boson 
involvee products of CKM matrix elements. VL.dVL.s" and VusV lKl '. respectively. These products 
aree both included into the orthogonal relation: 

VV,u,,u,VVu> u> ++ V...V ++ v t<lv, == 0 / " r . vv - * „ / " , . < ~ » < 6 > 

Valuess of the first two terms are comparable by size, while the VkiV^ is proportional to k  ̂and 
thereforee is very small. The corresponding triangle is a narrow and long one (squashed). 

Onlyy two triangles are non-squashed, i.e. all sides are of the order of k. see Figure 1. These e 
triangless correspond to these two orthogonality relations: 

V...,V..,*V...,V..,* + V...V..,* + V.,V.,* = 0 ++ ^A-,/ i ++ vtllvlh-ltdltd till 

wheree the angles a. p\ y. 5y (often called weak phases) are defined as 

,,,*V,,,*Vthth = 0 

(7) ) 

(8) ) 

aa = are 

y'' = arg 

P P 
VV ,V // y rh 

VVniV„< niV„< 

vv  ^ 
vv ih 

V...V, V...V, 
Sy y arg g 

yy = arg 

lhlh* * 

(9) ) 

:)Thiss correspondence can be illustrated by the sum of three arbitrary complex numbers: 
ct+b+i-0.ct+b+i-0. On the complex plane, this relation is represented as a sum of three vectors added 
consecutivelyy thus forming a triangle. 
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( l-A :2)(p:iD D 

Figuree 1: Two non-squashed triangles corresponding to unitary relations (7) and (8). 

Thee unitarity condition (4) is equivalent to the triangle conditions: 

aa + P + y y = . 10) ) 

ExampleExample of B„-> J/ty<t) 

Itt is useful to demonstrate here how the CP-violation enters the decay rates. Since the 
combinedd CP-operation (by definition) transforms the particle into the anti-particle, the 
CP-violationn shows up in asymmetry of decay rates of B-meson and B-meson. respectively. 
Figuree 2 shows dominant decay diagrams of Bs—>JA|/(|) decay process. This decay process is 

W W 

Figuree 2: Dominant diagrams of >JA|/ÓÓ decay. 

studiedd in this thesis. The decay rate asymmetry arises due to interference between the two 
diagramss and is proportional to r\: 

nn = v-.v v-.v v.v. y 
Byy taking into account that Vcs, Vcb and V tb are real for expansion of VCKM (5)- t ne arg(q) 
reducess to 2-arg(Vts). In definition of 8y we see that Vus is real and the complexity of Vcd is of 
thee order of A,4, while the complexity of V ts is of the order of X2 and therefore argd])~2Sy. 
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UnitarityUnitarity test 

L'nitarityy of V ( A U can be tested through the measurements: 
1.. of all sides of triangles using branching ratios of decays of hadrons and oscillations 

off  neutral K- and B-mesons. 

2.. of all angles in triangles using flavour asymmetry in K- and B-dccays. 

Thee corresponding measurements are on-going and are planned. 

B-decays B-decays 

Typicall  channels to investigate the above mentioned weak phases are given in Table 1. 

Decayy Mode 

BBdd—>nn —>nn 

B^J/vK s s 

B,^DSK K 

B a^DK K 

B^J/v|/o o 

Weakk phase 

oc c 

P P 
7-25y y 

Y Y 

5y y 

Tablee 1: Pilot channels and parameters of interest. 

Thesee all are hadronic B-decays. Their description is difficult because of a non-negligible 
contributionn of hard gluons exchanges in decay processes. Because of heavy b-quark. which has 
aa mass (wh~5 GeV) much above characteristic strong interaction scale A-200 MeV at one hand 
andd the much below masses of W-boson and /-quark at the other hand, it is possible to account 
forr such contribution with the Heavy Quark Effective Theory [11]. Special techniques 
developedd by Wilson [12] allow to account for the gluon exchanges by re-weighting the 
interactionn terms of the initial Hamiltonian. leaving its structure non-changed. 

Thee main point of this discussion is that the heavy IV-boson and /-quark fields are integrated 
outt in the initial Hamiltonian leaving only strong interaction dependence. The operators 
responsiblee for interaction between quark currents in the decay process become CP-invariant. 
Thiss fact is used for derivation of time dependent evolution of" decays of neutral B-mesons into 
CPP self-conjugate final states | / } . satisfying the relation: (CP)\f) = . 

Notee that due to low mass of kaon (wK~49() MeV) HQET cannot be applied and uncertainties 
inn the interpretation of e and e' are dominated by QCD effects. In addition to this fact, only few 
K-decayy channels are available for CP-violation studies making improvement in CPV studies 
veryy difficult for the K-meson sector. 

2.11 Time evolution of decay rates 

Att the production point the B-meson has a certain flavour, i.e. the evolution of meson is 
describedd with flavour eigenstates, \B). which are degenerate in pure QCD hamiltonian and 
havee certain quark content. The degeneration removes in presence of perturbing weak 
interactionn (HW «HS) which provides mixing of the opposite flavours. Binary quantum system 
withh dissipation (decay) included is described with a set of two differential equations of 

Standardd Model, CP-violation and B-physics 
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Schrödingerr type: 

'\ lt\bd) ) 

M nn M[2\ 
++ i 

rr  r 

rr  r 
a(t) a(t) 
bU) bU) 

( I I I 

whichh describes the time evolution of the state vector ^ ( n) - cHt)\B) + b(t)\B). CPT 
symmetryy implies that M, ]=M : :=M and F, i = r : : =r . The solution of (11) can be found through 
diagonali/ationn of the Hamiltonian matrix. H-M+iV. giving the eigenvalues. mHj-i-YjjSI2 and 
timee evolution of eigenstates (mass-eigenstatesl: 

\B,(t))\B,(t)) = \BL(()))-e 

T„i T„i 
(12; ; 

\B\Bnnii))ii))  = \BH(()))e 

wheree mH + m,=4-\M\, Am=;/// r m,=2-\M\. A r= r 7 /- Y, = 2Re(MVYv)/ M{2\. The Am value 
iss positive by definition, while the sign of A r is unknown and it is a subject of special_study [ 14). 

Thee eigenstates are the linear combinations of the flavour states, \B) and \B). initially 
produced: : 

HH pB + qB B pB cjB 13 

>jp~>jp~ + tf >J I>~ + q~ 
wheree p and q are defined from diagonalization of the H matrix: 

qq _ , \M\f-iYV 

P P 
== + M l 2 - / T i : : 

14) ) 

Timee evolution of the flavour eigenstates is then: 

|B(/)>> = \B(()))x+(t) +  C+\B(()))x_(t: 

\B(!))\B(!)) = l-\B(()))fi (t)-\B(i)))fi+{t) 

where e 

15) ) 

t>t> ++ (t)(t) = -\c\p\- inil!-Vlr}  + c\p{- imHt -rnt\] 

!!_(r)!!_(r)  = -[c\p{-iml_t-riT}-c\p{-hnHt-r l] t\\ 

Decayss are described with transition amplitudes from initial state |#(()))_U)i' \B({)))) mto the 
null  state (_/'| (or (/] ). These are:,4, = (f'\H\B). A 

A-A- = (f\H\B). Accordingly, we find the time evolutions:' 
finalfinal state (f\ (or (/] ). These are:,4, = (f\H\B). A = (f\H\B). A, = (f\H\B) and 

AAff{t){t)  = At(l))x + (t) +  1AlH))f>At) = Ai-(OH!>  + (t) + i}f>At)) 

AA At) =  l-(AA())x(t) + -A (0)fi+(t)) =  !-AA()H!>At) + r\ti+U)) 
q\q\ ' P I J q ' 

( 1 6 ) ) 

wheree \]-p/c/-A,(())/A,(()). Amplitudes A and A- look similarly with./—»/ substitution in these 
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2.22 "Gol d plated"  Bs—>J/\|/0 decay 

Thee B,^J/y(j) decay is often characterized as "gold plated'*. The reason tor this is that the 
penguinn diagrams, which in most non-leptonic B-decays can obscure any CP-violating effects, 
aree expected to have negligible contribution in this decay. Also, in the SM the decay depends on 
onee single amplitude, which makes the interpretation of results more reliable. Experimentally 
thee decay is attractive, because a large fraction of the decays wil l proceed via J/\j/—>/+/ and 
(J)^K+K"" which then allow an accurate determination of the secondary vertex and an almost 
backgroundd free event sample. 

Thee final state in this decay is an admixture of two CP-eigenstates. which can be separated 
throughh an angular analysis of the decay production of the i/\\f and the 0. The rather tedious 
theoreticall  formalism of this angular analysis is summarized in Appendix A. 

Thee accessible physics information includes not only Bs-Bs decay and mixing parameters. AFV 

andd Am. but also the weak phase. 8y. The analysis allows to extract the CP-observable: 

t,At,Aff(0) (0) 

^ oo ~ / M , . « ) )

Itss structure in the SM is given by: 

1 W K ff A +A
 ( ! 7 > 

wheree Apcn are the penguin amplitudes and/\,(. is the current-current amplitude responsible for 
Bs-^JA|/00 decay. Despite the fact that the "current-current" amplitude is "color-suppressed", the 
pentzuinn diagrams are suppressed even more because of their loop structure: 

Thee SM prediction of 8y is ot the order of 0.03. therefore assuming uncertainties in the 
penguinn estimations at the level of their values, i.e. 0{  lO"3). the theoretical uncertainties in the 
extractionn of 5y can be at the level of 109r \ 

Iff  5y is much larger then expected, than: 
 CP phase, 6y, is large. 

 the penguins are larger. The time-dependencies wil l be modified so that the size of 
thee Apcn can be measured. 

Bothh cases wil l indicate an existence of effects beyond the SM. In first case 8y should exceed 
0.055 (CL-959r prediction by SM). In the second case the penguin contribution should be 
significantlyy different from zero. The subclass of the second case is an existence of unknown 
processs which also modifies the CP-observable (17). 

Possiblee models describing the New Physics domain are discussed frequently (see. for 
examplee [17]). These models give predictions about size of penguin or 6y increase. They include 
thee four quark generations (V c xw becomes 4x4). large CP-violation in strong interactions, 
multi-doublett Higgs. supersymmetry and the model including FCNC Z-mediated processes. 

Itt should be stressed, however, that the observation of large Sy or penguin contribution in 
B^J/\]/(ll)0(KK )) alone wil l not allow distinction between the models. The analysis wil l be 
completee together with results of analyses of other, complementary. B-decays. 

*)I tt is suggested 116] that comparison to the measurements of Bd—>J/vj/p" and Bd^J/yK 
decays,, which have similar decay diagrams, may reduce these uncertainties. In these 
twoo cases, the only limiting factor is the non exact 5t/(3) symmetry between uds 
quarks. . 
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33 Overview of the thesis 
Inn this thesis I wil l describe one of components of the trigger system and studies of sensitivity 

ofof LHCb experiment to extract physics parameters from analysis of Bs—»JA|/(ll)ó( KK) decay. 
Thee Large Hadron Collider and the LHCb experiment for precision measurements ot' 

CP-violationn are given in Chapter 2. It includes the description of all detector components 
togetherr with data acquisition and trigger system. Chapter 3 describes results from the silicon 
detectorr with the test beam. The description of the pile-up trigger is given in the Chapter 4. Its 
applicationn as a luminosity monitor is described in Chapter 5. The analysis of event selection 
andd corresponding study of possible extraction of physics parameters is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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